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Featured Application: In the biomedical field, accessing data by classical methods is getting
more difficult day by day, as it is in any other field, due to the data growth rate. Different
methods are needed to access the desired data more quickly. In particular, more specific methods
need to be developed for question answering systems. In this study, a model is proposed for
the document retrieval and answer extraction modules which are a part of biomedical question
answering systems.

Abstract: In this paper, we describe our biomedical document retrieval system and answers extraction
module, which is part of the biomedical question answering system. Approximately 26.5 million
PubMed articles are indexed as a corpus with the Apache Lucene text search engine. Our proposed
system consists of three parts. The first part is the question analysis module, which analyzes the
question and enriches it with biomedical concepts related to its wording. The second part of the
system is the document retrieval module. In this step, the proposed system is tested using different
information retrieval models, like the Vector Space Model, Okapi BM25, and Query Likelihood. The
third part is the document re-ranking module, which is responsible for re-arranging the documents
retrieved in the previous step. For this study, we tested our proposed system with 6B training
questions from the BioASQ challenge task. We obtained the best MAP score on the document retrieval
phase when we used Query Likelihood with the Dirichlet Smoothing model. We used the sequential
dependence model at the re-rank phase, but this model produced a worse MAP score than the
previous phase. In similarity calculation, we included the Named Entity Recognition (NER), UMLS
Concept Unique Identifiers (CUI), and UMLS Semantic Types of the words in the question to find
the sentences containing the answer. Using this approach, we observed a performance enhancement
of roughly 25% for the top 20 outcomes, surpassing another method employed in this study, which
relies solely on textual similarity.

Keywords: information retrieval; document retrieval; biomedical question answering; search engine;
natural language processing

1. Introduction

This paper describes our document retrieval system and answers extraction module,
which is part of the BioASQ question answering task. In general, Question Answering (QA)
is an automatic process capable of understanding questions asked in a natural language,
such as English, and responding exactly with the requested information. An “ideal”
QA system has a very complicated architecture because it has to determine the desired
information in the question, find the requested information from suitable sources, extract it,
and then create the right answer. Users prefer that a QA system finds precise answers to
questions, rather than acquires all the documents relevant to their search query. Studies on
systems that can automatically answer questions asked in a natural language started in
the 1960s. However, this research area became extremely popular within the information
retrieval community in 1999 after the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) [1]. Compared
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to open domain QA systems, far fewer researchers are working on the medical branch of
domain-specific question answering. Rinaldi and his colleagues [2] have customized an
open-domain QA system to construct answers for questions related to the genome, focusing
on defining term relations based on a linguistic-rich full-parser. Due to the continuous
increase in information produced in the biomedical field, there is also an increasing need
for biomedical QA, especially for the public, medical students, healthcare professionals,
and biomedical researchers [3]. Biomedical QA is one of the most important applications of
real-world biomedical systems, and there are many initiatives to promote research in this
field [1].

The BioASQ challenge is an organization that has been focusing on the advancement
of contemporary biomedical semantic indexing and QA at large-scale since 2013 [4]. The or-
ganizers have undertaken the task of evaluating existing solutions to various QA sub-tasks.
Within this organization, various benchmarks have been provided to assess researchers
in the field of QA systems [5]. The BioASQ challenge consists of two tasks: large-scale
biomedical semantic indexing and QA. Several systems have been developed within the
scope of this challenge.

To begin, the NCBI framework [6] is one of these. It uses a PubMed search to return
relevant documents. It employs cosine similarity to calculate the likeness between the
question and sentence. The highest-scored sentence in the abstract is to be returned as
a snippet. A modified dictionary search algorithm is being used with MetaMap [7] to
identify biomedical concepts. BioPortal services are also employed to expand the query. For
example, for the question: “Is Rheumatoid Arthritis more common in men or women?” the
synonyms extracted are “arthropathy” for “arthritis” and “female”, “femme”, and “adult”
for “women”. The system presented in [8] depends on the SAP HANA Database, which
has text analysis features, like tokenization, sentence splitting, named-entity recognition,
full-text indexing, and approximate text matching, for text processing. Another example
is the CMU OAQA system, which has a hierarchical retrieval architecture. In this system,
each query is completed in three steps. In the first step, all stop words are removed from
the query. The Dirichlet smoothing retrieval model is used for scoring documents, and
only the top 10,000 are retrieved. The Negative Query Generation (NQG) model is used
to re-rank documents in the second step. After re-ranking, only the top 100 documents
are to be retrieved. In the third step, in-depth analysis is performed on documents, and
pre-trained Learning to Rank (LETOR) algorithms are used to score documents, and then
only the top 10 documents are retrieved [9]. Ref. [10] has built a generic retrieval model
based on the Sequential Dependence Model, Word Embedding, and the Ranking Model
for document retrieval. In this generic model, titles have special significance, and top-K
results are re-ranked according to meaningful nouns in their titles. The Fudan team uses
a statistical language model and query likelihood model to retrieve relevant documents.
They have employed the Indri search engine to build their system. According to this, nouns
in the query have higher significance. Retrieved documents are re-ranked according to
the presence of the keywords in the query in the document. If the document contains all
the keywords in the query, it will score higher than others [11]. The IIIT-Hyderabad team
has used chunking, stop words removal, and query formulation techniques to retrieve
documents. The most relevant phrases are collected as snippets from the top documents.
Cosine similarity and noun chunk identification techniques have been used to produce
exact and ideal answers from the snippets [12]. Pubmed articles are indexed by the Lucene
search engine. Various models have been employed to retrieve documents in this system.
They include cosine similarity, sequential dependence, and semantic concept-enriched
dependence models. This system uses UMLS concepts in the query as additional criteria
for ranking the documents [13]. Another team [14] has used the Indri search engine for
document retrieval. A unigram language model with Dirichlet prior smoothing is used
as a retrieval method. Generally, the sequential dependence model (SDM) and semantic
concept-enriched dependence model (SCDM) perform better than the method used in the
baseline query likelihood model (QL). KSAnswer is a biomedical QA system that returns
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the most relevant documents and snippets. Candidate snippets are retrieved by using a
cluster-based language model. Five independent similarity models are used to re-rank the
retrieved top-N snippets [15]. The “AUTH” team has tried approaches based on BioASQ
search services and ElasticSearch for the document retrieval task by querying the top
10 documents, with a combination of words in each question [16]. The AUEB team has
developed their BioASQ6 document retrieval system, which they have modified to give
a relevance score for each sentence, and experimented with BERT and PACRR for this
task [17]. The Google team has used different models in their system, such as the BM25
retrieval model, BioBERT, Synthetic Query Generation (QGen), a retrieval model based
on BM25, and a neural model [18]. Additionally, the BERT model was used to re-rank
the results [19]. The University of Aveiro’s “bioinfo” team has created a retrieval process
consisting of two stages. Initially, they utilized the traditional BM25 model in the first
stage. Subsequently, the second stage incorporated neural re-ranking models based on
transformers, specifically sourced from Pub-MedBERT and monoT5 checkpoints [20]. The
University of Regensburg’s team has employed “UR-gpt” systems that harnessed two
commercial iterations of the GPT Large Language Model (LLM). Their approach involved
experimenting with both GPT-3.5-turbo and GPT-4 models. Zero-shot learning for query
expansion, query re-formulation, and re-ranking was utilized in this system [21]. The
MindLab team’s approach in the realm of document retrieval involved utilizing the BM25
scoring function coupled with a re-ranking strategy based on semantic similarity [22].
Fudan University’s “dmiip” team has employed a two-stage approach in their systems. In
the retrieval stage, they utilized both BM25 and GPT. They implemented a cross-encoder
ranker for the ranking stage to leverage various biomedical Pre-trained Language Models
(PLMs), including PubMedBERT, BioBERT, BioLinkBERT, and ELECTRA [23]. The A&Q
team has employed a multi-stage approach in their systems, involving a bi-encoder model
for the retrieval stage and a cross-encoder model for the subsequent re-ranking stage. They
have implemented a hybrid retriever combining dense and sparse methods. The dense
retrieval aspect utilized the bi-encoder, while the sparse retrieval used BM25. Both encoders
were initialized with Pub-MedBERT and underwent additional training using PubMed
query-article search logs [24].

In this study, we tested ranking algorithms under different scenarios and found
the ranking algorithm that performs well in the depicted scenarios. We examined the
impact of query expansion techniques in various scenarios (Pos tagger, UMLS Services) on
biomedical document retrieval performance. We also employed NER, UMLS CUI, Semantic
Type, and Semantic Group features for answer extraction, and this method has resulted in
performance improvement.

2. Materials and Methods

This study covers two main tasks. The first task is to find the document containing
the answer to the question, and the second is to find the specific sentences that can be
the answer. We developed a question analysis module to find the relevant document for
the first task. This module, which is responsible for improving the query, enriches the
query by adding biomedical concepts and nouns related to the terminology in the question.
Known ranking algorithms were used for the first task. The answer extraction module was
supposed to find sentences that might be the answer to the question. For this purpose,
the similarity between each sentence and the question was measured, and the sentences
with the highest similarity were taken as the answer. We included semantic similarity in
the calculation, along with textual similarity, to increase the system’s performance. The
similarity algorithm consists of the Named Entity Recognition (NER), UMLS Concept
Unique Identifiers (CUI), UMLS Semantic Type, and UMLS Semantic Group features of the
question and sentence.

All application modules are written in Python.
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2.1. Ranking Models

Commonly used models for ranking document similarity are as follows.

2.1.1. Vector Space Model

The vector space model is an algebraic model for representing text documents as
vectors [25]. In this model, documents and queries are represented as vectors. Each
separate term is represented as a dimension. The term’s value in the vector differs from
zero if the document contains the term. Several ways have been developed to calculate the
weight of the term. The most popular term weight calculation method is tf-idf. The cosine
similarity between two vectors is a measure that calculates the cosine of the angle between
the vectors. The cosine value of the angle between the two vectors can be between 0 and 1.
Using the Euclidean point product formula, the cosine of two vectors can be calculated as
shown in Equation (1).

a·b = ∥a∥∥b∥cosθ (1)

Hence, the similarity of two documents (a and b) is calculated as shown in Equation (2).

similarity = cos θ =
a·b

∥a∥∥b∥ =
∑n

i=1 aibi√
∑n

i=1 a2
i

√
∑n

i=1 b2
i

(2)

2.1.2. Okapi BM25

Okapi BM25 (BM stands for Best Matching) is based on the probabilistic retrieval
framework [26]. The BM25 ranks the documents according to the fact that the terms in
the query are found within them, regardless of their relationships. It has slightly different
scoring functions. One of the most common uses of the function is as in Equation (3).

Given a query Q, containing terms q1. . ., qn, the BM25 score of a document D is:

score(D, Q) =
n

∑
i=1

IDF(qi)×
f (qi, D)× (k1 + 1)

f (qi, D) + k1 ×
(

1 − b + b × |D|
avgdl

) (3)

where f(qi,D) is the term frequency of the qi in the document D, |D| is the length of the
document according to the number of words it contains, and avgdl is the average document
length in the text collection. k1 and b are free parameters. The parameter k1 is usually
selected in the range (1.2,2.0), and parameter b is chosen as 0.75. IDF(qi) is the inverse
document frequency (IDF) weight of the query term qi. It is generally calculated as shown
in Equation (4).

IDF(qi) = log
N − n(qi) + 0.5

n(qi) + 0.5
(4)

where N denotes the total number of documents in the collection and n(qi) denotes the
number of documents containing the term qi.

2.1.3. Bayesian Smoothing with Dirichlet Priors

This model produced the best performance in our document retrieval system. It is also
described by [27] and is defined in Equation (5).

pµ(w|d) = c(w; d) + µ·p(w|C)
∑W c(w; d) + µ

(5)

where c(w;d) is the frequency of presence of the word in the document, and µ is the
smoothing parameter. p(w|C) is the collection model containing all the documents.

2.1.4. Sequential Dependence Model

In [28], Metzler and Croft proposed a sequential dependence model (SDM). In this
model, the adjacent query term affects the similarity score. There are three features in the
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SDM to be considered: single-word features (a collection consisting of single-word, QT),
ordered bi-words phrase features (the two words in a phrase appearing in order, QO), and
unordered window features (one or several words can be allowed, appearing between the
two words, QU). A score for documents is calculated as shown in Equation (6).

scoreSDM = scoreSDM(QT , QO, QU , D)

= λT

|Q|

∑
i=1

fT(qi, D)

+λO

|Q|−1

∑
i=1

fO(qi, qi+1, D)

+λU

|Q|−1

∑
i=1

fU(qi, qi+1, D)

(6)

where Q is a sequence of keywords extracted from a user query, D is a candidate document,
and qi is the i-th query keyword of Q. fT(qi,D) denotes the frequency of a term in the
document D, fO(qi,qi+1,D) denotes the frequency of the exact phase qi..qi+1 appearing as
ordered in the document D, and fU(qi,qi+1,D) denotes the frequency of phase qi..qi+1 ordered
or unordered within window N terms in document D. λT, λO, and λU are weighting
parameters. Setting these parameters as λT = 0.85, λO = 0.10, and λU = 0.05 is recommended.

2.2. QA System Components

Typically, an automated QA system has three components:

• Question Analysis
• Document Retrieval
• Answer Extraction

2.2.1. Question Analysis

One of the difficulties in question analysis is creating query terms from a question
asked in a natural language [5]. In the procedure for preprocessing queries, we performed
a sequence of tasks to extract the keywords from user queries. This is how we planned our
system. At the first step of the question analysis, the question is tokenized, and stop words
and unrelated symbols are removed. Then, nouns, noun phrases, and other word classes
are determined using the nltk pos tagger package [29]. Since the nouns and noun phrases
are more significant and distinctive words in terms of text similarity, the query is enriched
by adding these words. There are some other important points in terms of question analysis.
For example, biomedical concepts play a crucial role in identifying synonym terms and
semantic analysis. Since similar concepts are written differently in the document, ranking
algorithms that calculate scores based on word similarity cannot include these words in
the similarity score. At this step, our system determines UMLS concept unique identifiers
(CUI) in query terms using MetaMap18 [30]. After determining biomedical concepts, the
QA module enriches the question with biomedical concepts. A description of each step
is provided:

• Tokenization: involves breaking down a sequence of text into smaller units, known
as tokens.

• Stemming: a process that substitutes all word variations with the word’s single stem
or root. This typically includes removing any attached suffixes and prefixes from
words. For instance, the words “reading”, “reader”, and “reads” are transformed into
the root “read”.
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• Stop-words are a series of commonly used words in a language. They can be safely
ignored without compromising the meaning of the sentence. Examples of stop words
in English include “a”, “the”, “is”, “our”, etc. Eliminating these terms helps increase
the accuracy of the findings.

The Question Analysis System Architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Question Analysis System Architecture. The modified query was used in the document
retrieval phase. We employed 6B training questions from the BioASQ challenge task as the question
set of our study.

2.2.2. Document Retrieval

The task of this component is to find documents containing the answer for the question.
We employed the MEDLINE database as the corpus. Documents in MEDLINE contain
miscellaneous information, such as journal names, contents of the title, author, abstract,
publication date, chemical codes, Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms [31], and MeSH
codes. After analyzing these files, we selected the fields for title, abstract, publication date,
chemical codes, MeSH terms, and MeSH codes to index with the Apache Lucene search
engine. Approximately 26.5 million PubMed articles were indexed as a corpus with the
Apache Lucene text search engine for this study. For ranking documents, four models
were used: Vector Space Model, Okapi BM25, Query Likelihood with Dirichlet Smoothing,
and the Jelinek–Mercer Smoothing Model. The search process consisted of four steps. The
system performance was measured according to the results of each separate step in the
search process.

Lucene Step: This is the first step in the search process. Similar documents are retrieved
by sending a modified query to the lucene search engine.

Stemming Step: This is the second step in the search process. In this step, the modified
query is expanded by adding root forms of the modified query words. The new query
obtained is sent to the lucene search engine.

Feedback Step: This is the third step in the search process. In this step, the system
retrieves the documents from the previous step and receives the five most frequently
repeated mesh terms in those documents. The new query is obtained by adding these mesh
terms to the modified query. The new query obtained is sent to the lucene search engine.

Re-rank Step: This is the last step in the search process. The 1000 most relevant
documents are retrieved from the previous step. These documents are split into trigram
units [15]. A trigram unit is generated by the sliding window technique. In this method,
the first trigram unit is generated using the first, second, and third sentences. The second
trigram unit is generated using the second, third, and fourth sentences. The third trigram
unit is generated by using the third, fourth, and fifth sentences, and so on. This method aims
to find the most relevant sentences that might include the answer. Two similarity scores are
used to obtain the similarity between the question and documents. These are document
similarity and trigram unit similarity scores. These similarity scores are calculated as shown
in Equation (7).

scorere−rank = α ∗ scoretrigram + (1 − α) ∗ scoredoc (7)

scoretrigram denotes the similarity score of the trigram unit, and scoredoc denotes the
similarity score of the documents. The weighting parameter α has a value between 0 and 1.
To give more weight to the trigram unit, α parameter is set as 0.65.
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According to results obtained from the re-ranking operation, the top-ranked 20 doc-
uments are retrieved and returned as an output of the system. Our proposed document
retrieval system architecture is shown in Figure 2.
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2.2.3. Answer Extraction

The biomedical question answering task of the BioASQ challenge has four types of
questions: “yes/no”, “factoid”, “list” and “summary”. The answer extraction module is
designed to produce answers only for the factoid and list type questions. In this task, articles
containing the answer to the question are provided by the BioASQ challenge organization.
We have employed the dataset prepared within the scope of the BioASQ challenge as the
training data for our study. The answer extraction architecture is shown in Figure 3.
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Named Entity Recognition (NER), UMLS Concept Unique Identifiers (CUIs), UMLS
Semantic Types, and UMLS Semantic Group features have been employed to find sentences
that might be the answer. In this way, both text similarity and semantic similarity are
included in the score.

Named Entity Recognition (NER) plays a crucial role in information extraction,
especially in the biomedical domain. The primary objective of the NER task is to identify
and categorize specific chunks of text that refer to entities of interest, such as gene
names, protein names, drug names, and disease names. Various NER systems have
been developed for biomedical purposes, employing diverse approaches and techniques.
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These can be broadly categorized into three main types: rule-based, dictionary matching,
and machine learning.

Processing biomedical and clinical texts is a crucial domain within natural language
processing, and finding robust and practical models can be challenging. We use scis-
paCy [32], a Python library and set of models for practical biomedical/scientific text
processing, which heavily leverages the spaCy [33] library. The scispaCy has four packages:
en_ner_{bc5cdr|craft |jnlpba|bionlp13cg}_md with finer-grained NER models trained
on BC5CDR (for chemicals and diseases), CRAFT (for cell types, chemicals, proteins, and
genes), JNLPBA (for cell lines, cell types, DNAs, RNAs, and proteins) and BioNLP13CG
(for cancer genetics), respectively [18]. NER packages are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. NER packages.

Model Description

en_core_sci_md A full spaCy pipeline for biomedical data with a ~360 k vocabulary and 50 k word vectors.
en_ner_craft_md A spaCy NER model trained on the CRAFT corpus.
en_ner_jnlpba_md A spaCy NER model trained on the JNLPBA corpus.
en_ner_bc5cdr_md A spaCy NER model trained on the BC5CDR corpus.
en_ner_bionlp13cg_md A spaCy NER model trained on the BIONLP13CG corpus.

Named Entity Recognition (NER)

Four NER packages are used to identify a specific entity in the sentence. Each result is
combined with others to obtain the NER feature group. For example, named entities of the
query “Which are the different isoforms of the mammalian Notch receptor?” are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Sample NER output.

Text NER Label NER Packages

isoforms SO en_ner_craft_md
mammalian Notch TAXON en_ner_craft_md
mammalian Notch receptor PROTEIN en_ner_jnlpba_md
Notch receptor GENE_OR_GENE_PRODUCT en_ner_bionlp13cg_md

We compose a new sentence by combining the named entity labels occurring in the
question. For example, the sentence combined with the named entities in this question is
“SO, TAXON, PROTEIN, GENE_OR_GENE_PRODUCT”. Sentences containing the same
type of NER as the question are more likely to contain the answers. Even when there is
no textual similarity, when NER is included in the similarity check, it is easier to find the
sentence that can be the answer.

UMLS Concept Unique Identifiers (CUI)

One of the main objectives of the UMLS concept is to link diverse terms referring
to identical concepts across numerous vocabularies. To include the relevant terms in the
similarity calculation, we employed the Metamap tool to determine the conceptual words
both in the sentence and the question. For example, the CUI of the question above is shown
in Table 3.

Table 3. Sample CUI output.

Canonical Name CUI SemTypes

Mammals C0024660 ‘mamm’
Protein Isoforms C0597298 ‘aapp’
Different C1705242 ‘qlco’
Notch C1235660 ‘bsoj’
receptor C0597357 ‘aapp’, ‘rcpt’
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Semantic Types and Groups

The UMLS’s Semantic Network provides a consistent categorization of all concepts
related to medical studies and establishes a set of valuable relationships among these
concepts. The Metamap tool can be used to determine the semantic types of a text. Thus,
we used it to determine the semantic types of the sentence. Then, we combined all semantic
types of the sentence and obtained its semantic features.

Semantic Type Sentence: mamm, aapp, qlco, bsoj, aapp, rcpt
Semantic Group Sentence: LIVB, CHEM, CONC, ANAT, CHEM, CHEM

Similarity Calculation

Finally, we obtained five sentences created with different features of a single sentence.
One is the original sentence, whereas the other four are a NER sentence, CUI sentence,
Semantic Type sentence, and Semantic Groups sentence. The question above is shown as
an example below.

Query: Which are the different isoforms of the mammalian Notch receptor?
NER Sentence: SO, TAXON, PROTEIN, GENE_OR_GENE_PRODUCT
CUI Sentence: C0024660, C0597298, C1705242, C1235660, C0597357
Semantic Type Sentence: mamm, aapp, qlco, bsoj, aapp, rcpt
Semantic Group Sentence: LIVB, CHEM, CONC, ANAT, CHEM, CHEM

We used these five sentences in the similarity score calculation. Similarity Score is
calculated as shown in Equation (8).

Score(q, s) = ∑5
i w ∗ Simi(q, s) where ∑5

i w = 1 (8)

where Simi(q,s) is the ith similarity model among Simsentence(q,s), and Simner(q,s), Simcui(q,s),
Simsemtype(q,s), Simsemgroup(q,s). Simsentence(q,s), Simner(q,s), Simcui(q,s), Simsemtype(q,s), Simsemgroup(q,s)
denote that similarity between the named entities, UMLS concept unique identifiers (CUI),
UMLS semantic types, and UMLS semantic groups of the query and sentence in the
article, respectively. Simsentence(q,s) refers to the textual similarity between the question
and the individual sentences in the article that contains the answer. Simner(q,s) denotes
the similarity between the named entities of the question and the named entities of the
individual sentences in the article. Simcui(q,s) denotes the similarity between the UMLS
Concept Unique Identifiers (CUI) of the question and the UMLS Concept Unique Identifiers
(CUI) of the individual sentences in the article.

We have used two different score calculation models. In the first model, the similarity
score is calculated by the textual similarity between the question and the sentence. In the
second model, the similarity score is calculated by the textual similarity, named entity
similarity, cui similarity, semantic type similarity, and semantic group similarity score.
Tables 4 and 5 show the Top10 and Top20 evaluation results, respectively.

Table 4. Top10 evaluation results.

Precision Recall F1-Score

First Model 0.274064906 0.245539628 0.231359422
Second Model 0.332755776 0.284086961 0.275641907

Table 5. Top20 evaluation results.

Precision Recall F1-Score

First Model 0.242457733 0.390003171 0.27177337
Second Model 0.277873399 0.435362065 0.310362465
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Calculation of the similarity according to five different features of the query and the
sentence has provided an improvement in the performance score of our system.

In the second proposed model, we assigned 0.2 as the weight of each one of the five
features. At this point, we concluded that the performance of the system can be increased
if the weight values are optimized. Therefore, we used different methods to optimize the
weight values.

As the first method, the F1 score of each feature was used in calculating their weight
value. Hence, the F1 score of each feature (sentence, ner, cui, semgroup, semtype) was calcu-
lated separately. Fifty-seven sample questions were used for this evaluation. Tables 6 and 7
present the Top 10 and Top 20 evaluation results, respectively.

Table 6. Top 10 evaluation results of each feature.

Precision Recall F1-Score

Simsentence(q,s) 0.325974658869396 0.279680589455593 0.265812642336408
Simcui(q,s) 0.342272347535505 0.281147607835646 0.281588644081949
Simner(q,s) 0.212858535226956 0.191798144966908 0.172229828518593
Simsemgroup(q,s) 0.215350877192982 0.203630576246875 0.188343480739234
Simsemtype(q,s) 0.292933723196881 0.249584375421712 0.240911648270888

Table 7. Top 20 evaluation results of each feature.

Precision Recall F1-Score

Simsentence(q,s) 0.289389042782395 0.424083519409149 0.309619576459582
Simcui(q,s) 0.302934938705673 0.39415030999297 0.319192207483652
Simner(q,s) 0.207102918113998 0.30844905664532 0.220466137401454
Simsemgroup(q,s) 0.211441982148353 0.338489889693882 0.236935883722674
Simsemtype(q,s) 0.252875243664717 0.396181088045895 0.280014580422107

The weight values were calculated by normalizing the weighted averages of the
calculated F1 scores to 1. Tables 8 and 9 show the calculated weight scores.

Table 8. Top 10 normalized weights of each characteristic.

F1-Score Weight

Simsentence(q,s) 0.265812642336408 0.231365501795192
Simcui(q,s) 0.281588644081949 0.245097062973383
Simner(q,s) 0.172229828518593 0.14991025388805
Simsemgroup(q,s) 0.188343480739234 0.163935708806267
Simsemtype(q,s) 0.240911648270888 0.209691472537108

Total 1.14888624394707 1

Table 9. Top 20 normalized weights of each characteristic.

F1-Score Weight

Simsentence(q,s) 0.309619576459582 0.226623586325691
Simcui(q,s) 0.319192207483652 0.233630197464604
Simner(q,s) 0.220466137401454 0.16136843571909
Simsemgroup(q,s) 0.236935883722674 0.173423335541216
Simsemtype(q,s) 0.280014580422107 0.204954444949398

Total 1.36622838548947 1

The final weight score was calculated using the arithmetic mean of the top10 and
top20 evaluation weights. The final weight is presented in Table 10.
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Table 10. Weight of each characteristic.

Weight

Simsentence(q,s) 0.229
Simcui(q,s) 0.2394
Simner(q,s) 0.1556
Simsemgroup(q,s) 0.1687
Simsemtype(q,s) 0.2073

Total 1

The same method was used as the second weight calculation method. As an exception,
two categories with low performances were not included in the calculation. The similarity
score was calculated as follows:

Score(q, s) =
3

∑
i

w ∗ Simi(q, s) (9)

where ∑3
i w = 1. Simi(q,s) is the ith similarity model among Simsentence(q,s), Simcui(q,s), and

Simsemtype(q,s).
The sentence, cui, and semtype weighting scores were calculated as 0.3528, 0.3416,

and 0.3056, respectively.
As the third method, we added the NER filter to our system. The NER filter functions

so as to compare the question and the sentences in the articles in terms of their named
entities. It eliminates sentences not including the same named entities as the question
and only allows sentences including the same named entity as the question as candidate
answer sentences.

3. Results
3.1. Document Retrieval Component Evaluation

In general, we obtained the following results based on the test results.

• Dirichlet similarity method with expanding query with MESH terms produces the
best performance for 100 questions and MAP@20.

• Expanded query with noun/noun phrases increases the performance.
• Expanded query with mesh terms increases the performance.
• Expanded query with stemming terms has a better performance than expanded query

with UMLS concept.
• In general, expanded query with the UMLS concept decreases the system performance.

Figure 4 shows the evaluation results of the expanding query with MESH terms.
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Tables 11–14 present the evaluation results.
When we compare the results of our study with others which have employed similar

classical methods, it is clear that we have achieved a partial improvement in performance.
To improve performance, embedding/transformer-based algorithms can be used in the
document re-ranking stage. Table 15 shows comparative performance scores of certain
studies along with ours ranked according to their MAP scores.

Table 16 [34] and Table 17 [35] show the names and performance results of the systems
participating in the BioASQ challenge held in 2022 and 2023 for test batch 1, respectively.
When we compare our MAP score with the systems that have participated in the challenge,
it is clear that our score is not very compatible. That is why we propose suggestions to
improve our score in the coming section.

Table 11. Performance of the Vector Space Model.

Expanding with MESH Terms

MAP@20 Precision Recall F-Score

Stemming Step 0.185622998 0.1365 0.313774059 0.170787548
Lucene Step 0.175612249 0.146 0.324434555 0.180734369
Feedback Step 0.168189783 0.133 0.279311939 0.162600221
Re-rank Step 0.160724312 0.133 0.288003006 0.163057893

Expanding with Nouns + MESH terms

Re-rank Step 0.195301138 0.147 0.326268938 0.18126985
Feedback Step 0.187320721 0.1455 0.305923523 0.177812071
Stemming Step 0.185622998 0.1365 0.313774059 0.170787548
Lucene Step 0.181111162 0.1445 0.324625142 0.179234937

Expanding with UMLS Concepts + MESH terms

Stemming Step 0.185622998 0.1365 0.313774059 0.170787548
Feedback Step 0.146463232 0.1225 0.258905059 0.147602393
Re-rank Step 0.124201021 0.1005 0.222639395 0.123955225
Lucene Step 0.106554958 0.091 0.190680698 0.108733966

Table 12. Performance of the Okapi BM25 Model.

Expanding with MESH Terms

MAP@20 Precision Recall F-Score

Lucene Step 0.176476534 0.1385 0.317339643 0.172960292
Stemming Step 0.17178517 0.1285 0.294956484 0.161146813
Feedback Step 0.170879462 0.1425 0.304541115 0.174698454
Re-rank Step 0.149931031 0.126 0.282706299 0.155884138

Expanding with Nouns + MESH terms

Lucene Step 0.180069828 0.135 0.309152083 0.168453201
Feedback Step 0.175457903 0.1415 0.297708004 0.1739497
Stemming Step 0.17178517 0.1285 0.294956484 0.161146813
Re-rank Step 0.13464953 0.1255 0.290344766 0.157827754

Expanding with UMLS Concepts + MESH terms

Stemming Step 0.17178517 0.1285 0.294956484 0.161146813
Feedback Step 0.112866675 0.1 0.205279922 0.119236051
Re-rank Step 0.087949646 0.083 0.189413613 0.102009508
Lucene Step 0.087049388 0.077 0.164406585 0.09273419
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Table 13. Performance of the Bayesian Smoothing with Dirichlet Priors Model.

Expanding with MESH Terms

MAP@20 Precision Recall F-Score

Lucene Step 0.215067938 0.1675 0.378670918 0.207030739
Feedback Step 0.205558147 0.1605 0.338886485 0.197606624
Stemming Step 0.193653656 0.145 0.334537667 0.182408129
Re-rank Step 0.127871192 0.1175 0.258922228 0.144890457

Expanding with Nouns + MESH terms

Feedback Step 0.212765534 0.1615 0.352054511 0.199110331
Lucene Step 0.211291773 0.1555 0.347947469 0.193621451
Stemming Step 0.193653656 0.145 0.334537667 0.182408129
Re-rank Step 0.128392227 0.109 0.244808347 0.13491335

Expanding with UMLS Concepts + MESH terms

Stemming Step 0.193653656 0.145 0.334537667 0.182408129
Feedback Step 0.150857459 0.1315 0.272468562 0.158882982
Lucene Step 0.131512942 0.1125 0.239383041 0.136570818
Re-rank Step 0.063413178 0.066 0.172869037 0.083156168

Table 14. Performance of the Jelinek–Mercer Smoothing Model.

Expanding with MESH Terms

MAP@20 Precision Recall F-Score

Feedback Step 0.194099982 0.153 0.320348831 0.186614216
Lucene Step 0.190455137 0.146 0.330585442 0.180809385
Stemming Step 0.188270263 0.139 0.318224318 0.174046006
Re-rank Step 0.134464863 0.115 0.257101004 0.141889457

Expanding with Nouns + MESH terms

Feedback Step 0.194228485 0.1505 0.311523233 0.183403315
Stemming Step 0.188270263 0.139 0.318224318 0.174046006
Lucene Step 0.186934951 0.1435 0.328282514 0.17944826
Re-rank Step 0.148731105 0.124 0.28247245 0.153743885

Expanding with UMLS Concepts + MESH terms

Stemming Step 0.188270263 0.139 0.318224318 0.174046006
Feedback Step 0.137930359 0.1195 0.253599299 0.144541146
Re-rank Step 0.094030546 0.0815 0.196744006 0.102584254
Lucene Step 0.092639625 0.081 0.174941453 0.097931787

Table 15. MAP score of document retrieval system.

Reference MAP

[6] 0.0903
[12] 0.1099
[11] 0.2264
Proposed System 0.2150
[5] 0.3083
[15] 0.5333

Table 16. 2022 Task 10b Document Retrieval Phase Test Batch 1 Result.

System Mean Precision Recall F-Measure MAP GMAP

RYGH-1 0.2889 0.6122 0.2999 0.5624 0.0992
RYGH-4 0.2774 0.6177 0.2943 0.5620 0.1286
RYGH-3 0.2765 0.6162 0.2937 0.5538 0.1267
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Table 16. Cont.

System Mean Precision Recall F-Measure MAP GMAP

RYGH 0.2730 0.5980 0.2911 0.5365 0.0980
gsl_zs_rrf1 0.2311 0.5658 0.2584 0.4779 0.0590
gsl_zs_rrf2 0.2289 0.5529 0.2550 0.4759 0.0533
bioinfo-1 0.2311 0.5569 0.2539 0.4673 0.0694
gsl_zs_hybrid 0.2222 0.5514 0.2482 0.4633 0.0571
bioinfo-3 0.2289 0.5529 0.2508 0.4627 0.0709
bioinfo-0 0.2289 0.5574 0.2532 0.4616 0.0764
bioinfo-2 0.2256 0.5550 0.2504 0.4577 0.0743
gsl_zs_nn 0.2067 0.5269 0.2314 0.4570 0.0465
gsl_zs_rrf3 0.2200 0.5167 0.2449 0.4325 0.0382
The basic end-to-end 0.2496 0.5135 0.2787 0.4278 0.0272
Basic e2e mid speed 0.2396 0.4960 0.2668 0.4165 0.0249
bio-answerfinder 0.3908 0.4170 0.3553 0.4129 0.0138
bio-answerfinder-2 0.2613 0.4715 0.2578 0.4123 0.0293
AUEB-System2 0.2100 0.4634 0.2280 0.4035 0.0137
AUEB-System1 0.1678 0.4092 0.1899 0.3394 0.0073
Fleming-1 0.0878 0.1590 0.0866 0.1285 0.0003
Fleming-2 0.0878 0.1596 0.0862 0.1253 0.0003
Fleming-3 0.0878 0.1596 0.0862 0.1253 0.0003
simple baseline solr 0.0022 0.0015 0.0018 0.0008 0.0000

Table 17. 2023 Task 10b Document Retrieval Phase Test Batch 1 Result.

System Mean Precision Recall F-Measure MAP GMAP

dmiip5 0.2587 0.6469 0.2823 0.5577 0.1350
dmiip3 0.2547 0.6559 0.2801 0.5576 0.1520
dmiip2 0.2400 0.6201 0.2633 0.5222 0.1253
bioinfo-2 0.2471 0.6144 0.2837 0.5132 0.1235
A&Q4 0.2147 0.6097 0.2440 0.5122 0.1473
A&Q3 0.2147 0.6097 0.2440 0.5122 0.1473
A&Q5 0.2107 0.6026 0.2396 0.5084 0.1296
bioinfo-3 0.2712 0.6220 0.3075 0.5075 0.1134
bioinfo-1 0.3085 0.6004 0.3365 0.5057 0.0920
bioinfo-0 0.3052 0.6100 0.3381 0.5053 0.1014
dmiip1 0.2347 0.6248 0.2622 0.5001 0.1234
dmiip4 0.2387 0.5952 0.2596 0.4940 0.0809
bioinfo-4 0.2516 0.6035 0.2840 0.4894 0.0939
Fleming-4 0.1600 0.5764 0.2062 0.4257 0.0577
Fleming-3 0.1600 0.5764 0.2062 0.4254 0.0570
Fleming-2 0.1600 0.5800 0.2079 0.4109 0.0402
Fleming-1 0.1587 0.5796 0.2072 0.4103 0.0403
A&Q2 0.1747 0.5378 0.2069 0.3995 0.0465
UR-gpt4-zero-ret 0.2290 0.3529 0.2369 0.3058 0.0046
A&Q 0.1427 0.4814 0.1733 0.2931 0.0115
MindLab QA System 0.2820 0.3369 0.2692 0.2631 0.0039
MindLab QA System++ 0.2820 0.3369 0.2692 0.2631 0.0039
UR-gpt3.5-turbo-zero 0.1901 0.2966 0.2068 0.2410 0.0028
Deep ML methods for 0.2067 0.5695 0.2299 0.2400 0.0299
MindLab QA Reloaded 0.2362 0.4677 0.2513 0.2247 0.0166
UR-gpt4-simple 0.1967 0.2676 0.2001 0.2012 0.0015
MindLab Red Lions++ 0.2389 0.4002 0.2341 0.1974 0.0087
UR-gpt3.5-t-simple 0.1913 0.2492 0.1943 0.1962 0.0011
ES and re-ranking 2 0.2129 0.1951 0.1674 0.1074 0.0007
ES and re-ranking 0.1493 0.3736 0.1641 0.0995 0.0056
New minimize func 0.1333 0.3472 0.1455 0.0871 0.0043
MarkedCEDR_0 0.0013 0.0019 0.0016 0.0004 0.0000
OWLMan-phaseB-V1 - - - - -
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3.2. Answer Extraction Evaluation

To test the system’s performance, 101 questions were used. We took the top 10 and
top 20 sentences with the highest similarity score as answers for each question. Tables 18
and 19 present the similarity score evaluation results calculated with different weights.

Table 18. Top 10 evaluation score.

Precision Recall F1-Score

First Method (5 feature F1 weight) 0.30609410430839 0.268139543582234 0.256271218796207
Second Method (3 feature F1 weight) 0.313103254769921 0.272229307505606 0.260814282105723
Third Method (NER Filter with 0.2 weight) 0.303397311305475 0.260304412863095 0.249995189380743

Table 19. Top 20 evaluation score.

Precision Recall F1-Score

First Method (5 feature F1 weight) 0.265168962321771 0.424878821734178 0.297632486789945
Second Method (3 feature F1 weight) 0.260647496638209 0.413577298763878 0.290564749074941
Third Method (NER Filter with 0.2 weight) 0.263240786175486 0.401791106023006 0.289514758013646

As can be seen from the results, the performance levels of the methods are close to one
another. In these methods, we aimed to find the answer after combining all abstracts of
all relevant articles. Alternatively, we applied the same methods on the sentences in each
article to score them within themselves, which we call the “One-by-One” technique. After
evaluating the sentences in individual articles, we ranked all the sentences in all articles
according to their similarity scores. We created an answer set by combining the sentences
with the highest scores. The evaluation results of these methods are shown in Table 20.

Table 20. One-by-One evaluation score.

Precision Recall F1-Score

One-by-One (NER Filter, 0.2 weight) top10 0.387081128747795 0.277551033286955 0.310881366606519
One-by-One (5 feature F1 weight) top10 0.391542408209075 0.279592440704706 0.313518331658926
One-by-One (NER Filter, 0.2 weight) top20 0.388586258638562 0.353901592287224 0.366408330602294
One-by-One (5 feature F1 weight) top20 0.39447408426323 0.358815277016613 0.371677466230661
One-by-One (NER Filter, 0.2 weight) 0.392802991978339 0.385307940268726 0.388352093573967
One-by-One (5 feature F1 weight) 0.396920212051186 0.389355326112682 0.392433244564683

The One-by-One method has a better performance than the previous one. Performance
improvements by top 10, top 20, and all answers (One-by-One method) are approximately
20%, 25%, and 32%, respectively.

4. Discussion

Commonly used ranking algorithms cannot measure words’ semantic similarity or
their similarity/closeness to other words. These algorithms work on a dictionary basis.
Generally, the similarity score between the query and the documents is calculated based
on the number of common words. Although this gives fast and good results in searches
based on word similarity, it is insufficient for queries based on comprehension. In our
study, we tried to eliminate the disadvantages of ranking algorithms by using information
retrieval techniques and textual and semantic similarity. Therefore, we used UMLS services
to provide semantically similar concepts to enrich the query. At the same time, we added
important words (nouns) to the query and thus increased the effect of these words in
similarity calculations, since nouns are more significant and distinctive for similarity calcu-
lations. These applied techniques provided a general increase in performance, although
it remains below the desired level. The performance did not reach a certain level because
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the similarity score calculation was carried out using the dictionary-based bag-of-words
method. To overcome this problem, it is necessary to use embedding/transformer-based
methods that capture the meaning of words in the relevant context, calculate the semantic
similarity between words, and can be trained according to the specific domains.

As for the answer extraction module, we obtained five sentences created with different
features of the same sentence. One is the original sentence, whereas the other four consist
of an NER sentence, CUI sentence, Semantic Type sentence, and Semantic Groups sentence.
We have employed two distinct score calculation methodologies. In the initial model, the
similarity score is determined based on the textual resemblance between the question and
the sentence. In the second model, the similarity score is computed using various factors,
including textual similarity, named entity similarity, CUI similarity, semantic type similarity,
and semantic group similarity scores. We achieved approximately a 25% performance
increase for the top 20 results using the second model compared to the first. To obtain even
better results, we need deep learning algorithms that can understand the question and
sentences in their context.

Future work can be improved and extended as follows. At the first stage, dictionary-
based ranking algorithms (like Okapi BM25) can be used to quickly retrieve a certain
number of relevant documents. The similarity score between the documents and the query
can be calculated using embedding/transformer-based models at the second stage. For
this purpose, the BERT model, which is pre-trained for the general domain, can be trained
using PubMed abstracts to learn the biomedical terminology and the similarity between
words related to one another in the biomedical domain. Subsequently, fine-tuning may be
performed for both document retrieval and answer extraction.

5. Conclusions

We developed a document retrieval system for this study. We tested the Vector Space
Model, Okapi BM25, and Query Likelihood with Dirichlet Smoothing models to find the
best ranking model for the biomedical document retrieval system. We used a variety of
methods, such as adding the root form of the question words, to enrich the query. As a
result of the tests, we achieved a better system performance by adding word roots, nouns,
noun phrases, and MESH terms to the query terms.

To choose the statements that might be the answer for the question, we calculated the
similarity score according to five different features, namely the textual similarity, named
entity similarity, cui similarity, semantic type similarity, and semantic group similarity.
We propose that the “One-by-One” method evaluates similarities between the query and
the sentences within individual articles separately. Then, all sentences across articles
are ranked based on their scores. The highest-scoring sentences are then combined to
form an answer set, likely to contain the most relevant information from the articles. We
achieved an approximately 25% performance increase for the top 20 results using this
method, compared to another method we used in this study, which is based on only textual
similarity. However, calculating the similarity score according to these five features is a
much longer procedure.
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